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MAX CALDERAN 
Extreme Desert Explorer - Sport Trainer - Author 

 “When someone says it’impossible I already feel that I can do it” 

 
 

02 February 2020 Extreme desert explorer MAX CALDERAN in the History of Explorations 
 

Max Calderan has joined famous group of men who have crossed Rub Al-Khali desert. 
It is a landscape of ever-changing endless dunes made famous by expeditions undertaken between the 

1930s and 1950s by Bertram Thomas, Wilfred Thesiger and their Arab companions. Max Calderan, a long-
time Dubai resident originally from Italy, has just become the latest man to join that famous group 
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Once you have reached your limit, you have two choices: either abandon your goal 
or surrender the idea that this limit ever existed 

 
Breaking record after record, an Italian man is getting ready to face the last obscure piece of land in the 

heart of the harshest and unexplored desert in the world; the Empty Quarter (Rub al Khali) in Saudi Arabia. 
It is a 1,200 km desert of sand and nothing but sand. Entering the mind-set of this expert of extreme desert 
exploration you will be stunned by this brave adventurer who could make Sir Edmund Hillary's conquest of 

Everest or Neil Armstrong's walk on the moon seem like nothing in comparison. 
Max Calderan is a well-known name in the Arabian Peninsula, and numerous articles have been written 

about him. In 2014, the Qatari AlJazeera broadcasting station dedicated a special documentary about him 
and broadcasted it worldwide. He has been welcomed by presidents, ministers and high-ranking authorities 

in the Arab world. International newspapers and TV stations have dedicated space to his feats and 
challenges of ‘alleged limits’ of the human body, in a territory where even Bedouins and herders are not 

able to resume their activities in its blazing heat.  
Technology is important, says Max, but when you get in the heat of the action, the only thing to do is to 

pray and ask for help from God and certainly not from the pair of shoes you are wearing. “I do not want to 
die, and I feel ready for doing something that no-one else has ever thought of doing before, simply because 
the challenge was considered impossible from the onset: impossible to go where no other human being in 
living memory has ever been to. Then, to our surprise we discover that there are no limits beyond man’s 

power.” 
Max’s feats are just one long embrace with the point of no return. 
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MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL SPEECHES 
 

Motivational, inspirational and business speaker, inspire the greatest success with Max 
Calderan,  recognized as an excellent speaker able to transfer his experience in several field of common life. 

Companies like Elite, Gilead, FCA Bank, BD Global Team, Zambon, Banco BPM, Eni, Epson, Bayer, Qatar 
Airways and many others chose Max to awaken the people " Force Within’’. 

What has allowed Max to achieve these outstanding results were intense workouts, investment of time and 
energy, spirit of sacrifice and the belief that nothing can limit our potential. 

The basic concept is that no result can be achieved without great effort and sacrifice supported by strong 
energy and motivation. 

The parallelism is between the professional and personal challenges of everyday life and the challenge on 
facing the unknown desert. 

He focuses on the importance of teamwork and values the importance of believing in your team and in the 
value of collaboration 
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Several years of experience in important business fields, the  management and ownership of a sport and 
coaching company  in the United Arab Emirates, the epic sport career, the  deviations from the so called 
physical and mental limits,  represent only a small part of the background of the trainer Max Calderan. 
The objective of Max is to transfer his experiences and its valuable know-how through unconventional 

training sections founded on the uniqueness and authenticity of the person and able to provide concrete 
and practical tools to push the boundaries, to unlock the potential of your mind and achieve balance. 

The goal is to lead to the discovery of his own method, the same that led to the achievement of infinite and 
stunning goals of Max and offers innovative and unique forms of education dedicated to the person, to the 

company and to the sport world. 
With simple and innovative tools, he brings concrete results and performance of a high standard in terms of 

personal and professional growing. 
Max is special guest to several conferences both for private and governmental companies, proving to be an 

incredible resource both for attendees and managers with motivational goals. 
A noble heart that values its record a human and social value. Instead of Medals and podiums, he prefers 
powerful projects useful for everybody: unlock the power within the people for a better life going beyond 

the mental and physical limits of ordinary life. 
The believe of Max is the UNIQUENESS of every human being who must find their own personal way and to 

make the most of their potential that is unique and cannot be expressed starting from conditioning. 
No tips or generic tools extrapolated from a statistical average but concrete actions and tailor-made for 

every single person. The goal is back to the origin whose starting point is the analysis of ‘our own primitive 
DNA’. 

 
Max Calderan was born in Italy , near Venice on July 1, 1967. 

Child lively and attentive investigator, undertakes the path of young multi-talented athlete looking out 
successfully, first from climbing and extreme skiing and reaching later recognized levels of performance in 

more than 15 sports. 
In 1988 he began his career as a teacher trainer, contemporary as a mental trainer according to the 

methods of the French school. 
Dedicated himself to the study of the mechanisms that regulate the reactions of the human body to 

external stimuli and developed over the years in collaboration with a leading genetics lab in Europe, a 
genomic test linked to the gut flora that today allows you to revolutionize the concept of prevention / 

obtaining results. 
Graduated in Physical Education with honour, Genetic Consultant, Sports Trainer and Mental Coach, Max 

has formed since 1989 (the year of the beginning of his career) hundreds of athletes and common 
people, leading them to achieve the desired objectives as well as numerous sports people looking for an 

improvement in the their physical fitness or their attitude. 
 

He worked for nearly twenty years covering managerial roles at major pharmaceutical companies, during 
this period he deepened his research in two areas that have always fascinated him: sleep deprivation and 

defense mechanisms that regulate the emotion of fear. 
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INTO THE MIND OF AN EXTREME DESERT EXPLORER: https://youtu.be/RuPAa7E8Nzc  
DUBAI EYE RADIO FEB 2020: https://youtu.be/hAxG59cyLA0 

UNO MATTINA RAI UNO punt. del 20.02.2020: 
https://www.facebook.com/100009161265507/posts/2471785469803471/?d=n 

VIDEO PRESENTAZIONE 
https://youtu.be/HjpMFTRfwwIb  

INTERVIEW WITH EXTREM DESERT EXPLORER: https://youtu.be/VMuCeAX7T88  

trailer documentario su Jazeera International dal 15.07.14: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlXoJ0hJV3k&list=PLmrET10kAE96Ol5m5ImArLef0n9Cgd5P1 
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